Buy a leveling valve that exceeds the OE specifications for your International Prostar Tractor, the PR Plus Valve from Haldex.

**Critical Ceramic Dynamic Seal**

Air suspension systems are vulnerable to contaminants that can damage the internal components of height control valves. Our competitors use rubber seals that are vulnerable to wear and degradation caused by contamination. The Haldex PR Plus Valve seals are a ceramic surface that is resistant to contamination. The ceramic seal technology is proven to outlast the competition’s rubber seal technology in all conditions.

**Air Flow Profile**

PR Plus valves will immediately respond to changes in ride height due to the loading of the vehicle. A tapered flow profile allows precise response to changes in ride height without excessive air consumption. The flow profile with the ceramic seal is accurate, precise, and repeatable in all conditions. The rubber seals used in our competitors’ valves are dramatically affected by wear and temperature and can cause a shift in the flow profile.

**Tight DeadBand Zone**

The deadband zone (when the movement of the control arm neither adds nor releases air into the air springs) is tightly controlled. A small and consistent deadband results in minimum air consumption and precise ride height that reduces driveline component wear. Reduced air consumption improves fuel economy.

Replace the Hadley 500 leveling valve on your International Prostar tractor with a Haldex PR Plus Valve.